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ABSTRACT
Massive 104–5 M� black hole seeds resulting from the direct collapse of pristine gas
require a metal-free atomic cooling halo with extremely low H2 fraction, allowing the gas
to cool isothermally in the presence of atomic hydrogen. In order to achieve this chemo-
thermodynamical state, the gas needs to be irradiated by both Lyman–Werner (LW) photons
in the energy range of 11.2–13.6 eV capable of photodissociating H2 and 0.76 eV photons
capable of photodetaching H−. Employing cosmological simulations capable of creating the
first galaxies in high resolution, we explore if there exists a subset of galaxies that favour
direct collapse black hole (DCBH) formation in their vicinity. We find a fundamental relation
between the maximum distance at which a galaxy can cause DCBH formation and its star
formation rate (SFR), which automatically folds in the chemo-thermodynamical effects of both
H2 photodissociation and H− photodetachment. This is in contrast to the approximately three
order of magnitude scatter seen in the LW flux parameter computed at the maximum distance,
which is synonymous with a scatter in ‘Jcrit’. Thus, computing the rates and/or the LW flux
from a galaxy is no longer necessary to identify neighbouring sites of DCBH formation, as
our relation allows one to distinguish regions where DCBH formation could be triggered in
the vicinity of a galaxy of a given SFR.

Key words: galaxies: high-redshift – (galaxies:) quasars: supermassive black holes –
(cosmology:) dark ages, reionization, first stars.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The theory of massive black hole (BH) seed formation via direct
collapse of pristine gas has undergone drastic revision in the recent
years. A direct collapse black hole (DCBH) can form when pristine
gas in an atomic cooling halo is rid of its molecular hydrogen (H2), as
a result of which atomic hydrogen (H) is the only available coolant
(Omukai 2001; Oh & Haiman 2002). The gas can then collapse
isothermally at ∼8000 K due to cooling by H, which at a number
density of 103 cm−3 translates to a Jeans Mass of 106 M� (Regan &
Haehnelt 2009; Latif et al. 2013). This mass is readily available in
atomic cooling haloes and is theorized to withstand fragmentation,
thus able to collapse directly into a BH of mass 104–5 M�. An
important step in this process is the destruction of H2. Photons in
the energy range of 11.2–13.6 eV, or the so-called Lyman–Werner

� E-mail: a.bhaskar.is@gmail.com; bhaskar.agarwal@uni-heidelberg.de

(LW) band, emanating from a galaxy close to a pristine atomic
cooling halo offer a natural way to photodissociate H2 (Haiman,
Abel & Rees 2000; Omukai 2001; Machacek, Bryan & Abel 2001;
Yoshida et al. 2003; O’Shea & Norman 2008).

The minimum level of LW radiation field that is able to efficiently
dissociate H2 in the pristine atomic cooling halo and facilitate
atomic H cooling is thus parametrized in the form of a critical
specific intensity, Jcrit, normalized to 10−21 erg cm−2 Hz−1 sr−1.
Initial studies assumed that the spectrum of first (Population III,
Pop III) and second generations (Population II, Pop II) of stars
can be represented by a blackbody with a temperature of 105 and
104 K, respectively. Thus, a Jcrit ∼ 30 & 1000 from Pop III and
Pop II stellar populations was derived in literature (Omukai 2001;
Shang, Bryan & Haiman 2010; Latif et al. 2014). However, the
spectrum of the first galaxies is far from a perfect blackbody,
and consists of multiple generation of stars with different ages
and metallicities. Furthermore, collapse of gas in a pristine atomic
cooling haloes does not solely depend on the H2 fraction as it has
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been shown that H− at low densities can catalyse H2 formation, and
ignoring H− destruction can lead to erroneous deductions in the
final chemo-thermodynamical state of the gas (Agarwal et al. 2016;
Wolcott-Green, Haiman & Bryan 2017; A16, W17 hereafter). In
order to improve upon the Jcrit parametrization that hinges solely on
the LW band, recent studies employed realistic stellar population
synthesis (SPS) schemes to model the spectrum of the first galaxies
(Sugimura et al. 2015; Agarwal & Khochfar 2015) and proposed an
alternative way to determine if a pristine atomic cooling halo can
undergo DCBH formation (A16; W17). The new scheme replaces
a single critical value of Jcrit by a critical curve in the H2–H−

destruction rate parameter space, where regions above the curve
represent the combination of destruction rates that allow the gas to
undergo isothermal collapse, and the values that fall below the
curve most likely cause the gas to fragment and form Pop III
stars instead (A16; W17). Although the curve improves upon the
simplistic Jcrit parametrization, it suggests that no single Jcrit exists
in nature and can vary from 0.1 to 104 depending on the shape
of the SED. In other words, this presents a major uncertainty for
cosmological simulations (or semi-analytical-models) that aim to
model the abundance of DCBHs in the early Universe.

This study focuses on extracting galaxies from cosmological
simulations, and analysing their self-consistent spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) in order to determine their position on the
H2–H− destruction rate parameter space. This is the first time
that realistic star formation histories (SFHs) have been used to
determine the SED of a galaxy in order to explore conditions
conducive for DCBH, as all previous studies have used idealized
SFH in order to do the same (Agarwal & Khochfar 2015; Sugimura
et al. 2015). This exercise reveals what subset of these galaxies
are most likely to give rise to conditions conducive for DCBH in
their local neighbourhood. Furthermore, we are looking for physical
parameters (or correlations) that best characterize the SEDs of these
galaxies and indirectly capture the effects of the critical curve, thus
offering a direct way to identify galaxies that can cause DCBH
formation in their vicinity.

2 ME T H O D O L O G Y

In order to understand how the radiative conditions, pertaining to
LW feedback, can be best characterized from the first galaxies in
the Universe, we chose two mutually independent simulation suites
that are able to produce galaxies at z ≥ 6 in the stellar mass range
of ∼106–1010 M�.

2.1 Simulation: overview

The first one is First Billion Year (FiBY) simulation suite, run using
a modified version of GADGET (used in the Overwhelmingly Large
Simulation Project Schaye et al. 2010) employing a smoothed-
particle-hydrodynamic approach, in boxes with a side length of 4,
8, 16, and 32 cMpc, which we will refer to as FiBY S, FiBY M,
FiBY L, and FiBY XL from this point onwards. The simulations
take into account a wide range of sub-grid physical processes
including relevant molecular cooling processes and Pop II and
Pop III star formation. They are able to simultaneously reproduce
the SFR and stellar mass function, and the physical trends in the
evolution of the metal content of galaxies. The FiBY suite has been
employed to corroborate cosmic reionization by low-mass galaxies
(Paardekooper, Khochfar & Dalla Vecchia 2013; Paardekooper,
Khochfar & Dalla 2015), the environment of DCBHs (Agarwal
et al. 2014), the impact of stellar radiation on Pop III and Pop

Table 1. Summary of simulations considered in this work. Only galaxies
till z ≥ 6 are considered in this study. The first column lists the box length,
box l, while the second and the third columns list the dark matter particle
mass and gas particle mass, mDM and mgas, respectively. The last column
in this table lists the number of galaxies at z ∼ 6, n6

gal, but note that the
progenitors of these galaxies z ∼ 6 are also used for our analysis.

Simulations boxl mDM mgas n6
gal

(Mpc) (M�) (M�)

FiBY S 4 6181 1271 14
FiBY M 8 5 × 104 10171 98
FiBY L 16 4 × 105 8.1 × 104 479
FiBY XL 32 3.2 × 106 6.5 × 105 1052
FL 14 - 28 104 - 250

Figure 1. The SFR and stellar mass main-sequence plane for galaxies at z

∼ 6 in our sample. The solid line is the expected MS relation computed at
z = 6 (Speagle et al. 2014).

II stars (Johnson, Dalla & Khochfar 2013), constraining the dust
attenuation law of star-forming galaxies at high redshift (Cullen
et al. 2017), the γ -ray burst rate (Elliott et al. 2012), and the effect
of feedback on dark matter density profiles (Davis, Khochfar &
Dalla 2014).

Secondly, the FirstLight (FL) data base is a complete mass-
selected sample of central galaxies simulated in 290 cosmological,
zoom-in simulations performed with the adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) ART code (Kravtsov, Klypin & Khokhlov 1997; Kravtsov
2003; Ceverino & Klypin 2009). Besides gravity and hydrody-
namics, the code incorporates many of the astrophysical processes
relevant for galaxy formation. These processes, representing subgrid
physics, include gas cooling due to atomic hydrogen and helium,
metal and molecular hydrogen cooling, photoionization heating by
a constant cosmological UV background with partial self-shielding,
star formation and feedback (thermal, kinetic & radiative), as
described in Ceverino, Glover & Klessen (2017). The FL suite
has been also employed to unveil the origin of the mean and scatter
of the main sequence of star-forming galaxies during cosmic dawn
(Ceverino, Klessen & Glover 2018).

We summarize the simulation parameters, for both the suites, in
Table 1, and plot the stellar mass – star formation rate (SFR) for all
the galaxies at z ∼ 6 in Fig. 1. The solid line is meant to denote
the main sequence (MS) of galaxy evolution, computed at z = 6
(Speagle et al. 2014).
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2.2 SEDs: overview

2.2.1 FiBY

To generate the galaxy SEDs, we followed the method outlined
in Cullen et al. (2017). Briefly, for each galaxy, the star particles
associated with it were assigned an instantaneous starburst SED
based on the their individual ages and metallicities. The final galaxy
SED was then constructed by summing the SED of each individual
star particle. For the SPS models, we used the ‘Binary Population
and Spectra Synthesis’ version 2.1 (BPASSv2.1; Eldridge et al.
2017). The fiducial model in this study, BPASSv2.1-300bin, in-
cludes binary SEDs with an IMF index of −1.3 between 0.1 and
0.5 M� and index of −2.35 between 0.5 and 100 M�. The models
span the following metallicities: Z� = 10−5, 10−4, 0.001, 0.002,
0.003, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, 0.01, 0.014, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04. Finally,
the contribution from nebular continuum is included using CLOUDY

(Ferland et al. 2017) as described in Cullen et al. (2017), assuming
a maximal nebular contribution (i.e. an escape fraction fesc = 0).

2.2.2 FirstLight

The SEDs of the FL galaxies (Ceverino, Klessen & Glover 2019)
were also constructed using BPASSv2.1 (nebular emission to be
included in the upcoming FL studies), with a similar IMF to the
FiBY suite of simulations. For the FL suite, we used a grid of 13
values of metallicities, from Z = 10−5 to 0.04, and 40 logarithmic
bins in ages, between 1 Myr and 100 Gyr.

2.3 Computing the H2 and H− destruction rates

The H2 photodissociation and H− photodetachment rates can be
written as

kdi = κdiβJLW, (1)

kde = κdeαJLW, (2)

where κde ≈ 10−10 s−1 and κdi ≈ 10−12 s−1. To determine the H−

photodetachment and H2 photodissociation rate coefficients, we
therefore need to specify three dimensionless parameters: α, β, and
JLW. The JLW is a dimensionless parameter defined as the specific
intensity at 13.6 eV (or in the LW band), normalized to 10−21

erg−1 s−1 cm2 Hz−1 sr−1. The dimensionless rate parameters α and
β depend on the spectral shape of the incident radiation field and we
refer the reader to Agarwal & Khochfar (2015) and Omukai (2001)
for more details.

2.4 The critical curve

Recently, it became clear that instead of an ideal blackbody
spectrum, if SEDs from SPS models are used to compute the
chemo-thermodynamical state of the collapsing gas in the pristine
atomic cooling halo, the value of Jcrit can vary over three orders of
magnitude (Agarwal et al. 2016, 2017). This can be attributed to the
shape of the SED (Sugimura, Omukai & Inoue 2014; Agarwal &
Khochfar 2015) because the first galaxies in the Universe are not
perfect blackbodies with the same surface temperature for a given
stellar type, but rather, have unique spectral shapes depending on
their SFH.

Thus, it was proposed that instead of using a singular Jcrit, a
critical curve in the H2–H− rate plane be used to demarcate the

regions of DCBH formation from those of fragmentation (possibly
into Pop III stars). This critical curve does not depend on the
shape of the SED of the irradiating galaxy and for any given SED
shape, allows us to determine the chemo-thermodynamical state of
a pristine atomic cooling halo exposed to LW radiation (A16; W17).

In this study, we use the critical curve proposed by A16

kdi = 10
Aexp

(
−p2

2

)
+D

( s−1), (3)

where p = log10(kdes)−B
C

and A = −3.864, B = −4.763, C = 0.773,
and D = −8.154. Haloes with reaction rates that lie above the curve
can undergo DCBH formation, while the rates below the curve lead
to fragmentation.

3 R ESULTS AND DI SCUSSI ON

In order to understand what galaxies in our data base are most likely
to cause DCBH formation in their vicinity, we need to select a point
external to the galaxy where the reaction rates (or in other words,
the specific intensity JLW) will be computed, i.e. the location of the
hypothetical pristine atomic cooling halo. We select a point unique
to each galaxy at half the virial radius of its own dark-matter halo.
This is done purely to understand the distribution of galaxies in the
kde–kdi plane and is not reflective of the galaxy’s physical dimension,
or the distribution of pristine atomic cooling haloes around it. In
Fig. 2, we show the results for galaxies considered in this work,
plotted on the H2–H− rate plane. The galaxies populate a narrow
diagonal region in the rate parameter space, and the solid black line
represents a fit to the entire sample at a given redshift. The fit can
be parametrized as log10(kdi) = alog10(kde) + b, where a and b are
listed under the redshift in each panel of Fig. 2. The slope of the fit
shows a marginal deviation from unity, and only a slight evolution
in the normalization of the fit is seen with decreasing redshift.

The position of the galaxies with respect to the critical curve
depends on the SED of the galaxy and the distance at which the flux
is computed. This peculiar distribution of galaxies in the H2–H−

destruction rate plane is a consequence of the region they occupy
in the stellar mass–SFR plane, as both FiBY and FL reproduce
galaxies that tend to follow the MS of galaxy formation expected at
z > 6 (see Fig. 1).

3.1 Galaxies causing DCBH formation in their vicinity

A galaxy can occupy any point in the kde–kdi rate plane, and can
move in any of the directions depending on the physical process
it undergoes. For example, a starburst would result in more LW
photons, an aging stellar population would give rise to more 1eV
photons, a change in the separation between the irradiating galaxy
and the point where DCBH formation conditions are computed
would change the LW flux. Thus, modifying the physical conditions
could lead to the atomic cooling halo experiencing photodestruction
rates that intersect the critical curve for DCBH formation, as shown
in Fig. 3.

We carried out this exercise by computing the factor by which the
separation needs to be changed such that H2 and H− photodestruc-
tion rates from the galaxy lie exactly on the critical curve for DCBH
formation. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 3 we always move the galaxy
on a track (orange line) almost1 parallel to the fit (dashed line) at that

1The orange track would have a slope exactly =1. However, for the sake of
simplicity, we make the ‘almost parallel to the fit’ argument due to the fact
that the fit, dashed line in Fig. 3, has a slope ∼1.
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Figure 2. Galaxies in the H2 photodissociation (kdi) and H− photodetachment (kde) rate plane. The rate (and thus the JLW) is computed at half the virial radius
of a galaxy’s DM halo. This is an arbitrary choice and bears no reflection on the physical extent of the galaxy. In grey, we plot the critical curve for DCBH
formation (equation 3), and in solid black, we show the fit to the sample at that redshift. The fit can be parametrized as log10(kdi) = alog10(kde) + b, where a
and b are listed under the redshift in each panel. The colour coding is the same as used in Fig. 1.

Figure 3. Galaxy tracks in the rate plane. At any given redshift, a galaxy
(grey dot) can move along the tracks (marked by arrows) representative of
a physical process. The dashed line is the fit to our distribution (as seen
in Fig. 2) and in grey we show the critical curve. The orange track has a
slope =1 (and thus almost parallel to the fit) is obtained by varying the
distance in the JLW computation, for example, red (blue) open circle is
obtained if the distance between the galaxy and the atomic cooling halo is
doubled (halved).

redshift. This factor can then translated to a distance, Dmax, which is
the maximum separation from a galaxy at which DCBH formation
can ensue in a pristine atomic cooling halo. In other words, for
every galaxy we can define a maximum separation within which a
pristine atomic cooling halo must be situated such that the atomic
cooling halo has the correct H2 and H− photodestruction rates (see
equation 2) for DCBH formation.

Since the SED of the galaxy is determined by its SFH, we cannot
vary the rate parameters for a galaxy as they are self-consistently
derived from the SED. Determining Dmax allows us to compute the
LW specific intensity produced by the galaxy at that distance, i.e.
JLW(Dmax) = JD. In other words, JD is the value of the LW specific
intensity incident on an atomic cooling halo located at a separation
equal to Dmax from the galaxy. The distribution of JD versus Dmax

is shown in Fig. 4, where the black line denotes the mean of JD

at a given Dmax. Overall, a two order of magnitude spread is seen

Figure 4. The JLW(Dmax) or JD versus Dmax for all galaxies at all redshifts
in the respective simulation. Or in other words, on the x-axis we show the
maximum distance at which galaxy can cause DCBH formation in an atomic
cooling halo, and on the y-axis the LW specific intensity at that distance.
The black solid line denotes the mean of the distribution.

in JD, where at Dmax < 1 kpc a large scatter is seen in JD, while
at Dmax > 1 kpc, JD seems to have a mean value of ∼3000, albeit
with scatter of one order of magnitude. This is a result of the scatter
seen for low-mass galaxies and their SFR, while for more evolved
galaxies the stellar masses and SFR exhibit a rather coeval trend
(see Figs 1 and 4). The points in Fig. 4 at Dmax < 1 kpc are thus the
low luminosity galaxies produced in the simulations. The spread in
JD is not as extreme as A16 reported earlier. This is because A16
considered a large parameter space for the stellar mass, age, and
SFR of galaxies that was not motivated by simulations but chosen
in order to maximize the variation in the shape of the SEDs.

The JD derived here differs from the conventionally derived Jcrit,
as this JD is unique for each galaxy and is the actual JLW produced
by a galaxy at Dmax. To reiterate, the spread in JD is a result of
the dependence of the reaction rates on the shape of the source
spectrum, where every galaxy’s individual SFH is responsible for
shaping its SED and thus the rates derived from it. This must not
be confused with the fundamental nature of the critical curve in the
H2–H− rate plane used to demarcate regions of DCBH formation

MNRAS 488, 3268–3273 (2019)
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3272 B. Agarwal et al.

Figure 5. The relation between the SFR of a galaxy and Dmax. The solid line denotes the linear fit obtained for the galaxy sample at the corresponding redshift.
The fit at each redshift can be parametrized as log10(Dmax) = alog10(SFR) + b, where a and b are listed under the redshift in each panel. The colour coding is
the same as the one used in the previous plots.

and Pop III star formation, which does not depend on the source
spectrum in any way.

3.2 Eliminating the need for Jcrit

The spread in JD for our galaxy sample derived from large-scale
simulations further establishes that using a singular LW specific
intensity for all galaxies without considering the shape of their
SED, as has been done in literature thus far, is an erroneous way
to identify sites of DCBH formation. Instead, one should use the
critical curve in the H2–H− rate plane as it is indicative of the
chemo-thermodynamical state of the collapsing gas in a pristine
atomic cooling halo and thus independent of the spectral shape of
the irradiating source. This said, computing the rates experienced
by the atomic cooling halo due to the radiation emanating from
a nearby galaxy requires the knowledge of the galaxy’s SED.
Here, we propose an alternative solution that takes into account
the entire rate-space calculation and shape of the source SED at
the same time. We find that Dmax correlates well with the SFR
of the galaxy, as shown in Fig. 5. We did this exercise at each
simulation snapshot, but only a few redshifts are plotted in the
figure, where the solid black line is a fit to the data expressed by
log10( Dmax

1kpc ) = alog10( SFR
M� yr−1 ) + b, where a and b are listed below

the redshift in each panel. This constitutes a fundamental and easy
to use relation between a galaxy’s current SFR and the maximum
distance (or the radius of the sphere of influence) within which it
can cause DCBH formation in a pristine atomic cooling halo. The
relation conveniently captures the galaxy’s location on the H2–H−

rate plane, and is a natural consequence of the SFH of the galaxy.
Our result deems Jcrit redundant and presents an elegant way to
hunt DCBHs in both theoretical models of galaxy formation and
observations.

3.3 Multiple galaxies aiding the formation of DCBHs

So far in the study, we have concentrated on the radiative field
emanating from a single galactic source. However, in reality, the
LW radiative field builds up from multiple galaxies in the local
neighbourhood (Agarwal et al. 2012, 2014; Habouzit et al. 2016) of
the pristine atomic cooling halo. Using the results presented above,

we will now derive an expression that allows us to capture the
destruction rates from multiple galaxies.

Let us start by expressing JLW as a function of the SFR of the
galaxy,

JLW = �
SFR

D2
. (4)

where SFR is the SFR of the galaxy, � is a constant relating the
LW-photon production to the SFR of a galaxy, and D is the distance
from the galaxy. Here, we work under the assumption that � is
qualitatively the same for all galaxies to first order independent of
the SED, as is the case in our simulations.

As shown earlier, there exists a maximum distance, Dmax, within
which a galaxy of a given SFR can induce DCBH formation, or

JLW(Dmax) = JD = �
SFR

D2
max

. (5)

We can then write the following condition for the total specific
intensity emanating from an ensemble of n galaxies that have a
distance D from a pristine halo,

Jtot = �

n∑

i=0

SFRi

D2
i

. (6)

If we assume the average value of JLW to allow for DCBH
formation from all galaxies is 〈JD〉, and expressing the distance
from each galaxy as di = fiDmax,i from that galaxy, then

Jtot = �

n∑

i=0

SFRi

f 2
i D2

max,i

∼ 〈JD〉
n∑

i=0

1

f 2
i

. (7)

Thus, in order for the ensemble of galaxies to allow DCBH
formation in their vicinity, we need the ratio Jtot

〈JD〉 ≥ 1, or

n∑

i=0

1

f2
i

≥ 1 ≡
n∑

i=0

D2
max,i

D2
i

≥ 1. (8)

where Dmax,i for each galaxy can be determined using its SFR and
our fit presented in Fig. 5. The aim of the study is to present a
more physically consistent and elegant way to understand DCBH
formation in the presence of LW radiation than has been done in
the past using a single Jcrit parameter. Although, the methodology
outlined for the multiplicity argument initially employs a similar
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ansatz, the result itself is a physically consistent expression that
does not require knowledge or computation of a critical specific
intensity.

4 C O N C L U S I O N

Recent work has emphasized the need for rejecting the Jcrit

parameter, and instead employing the critical curve in the H2–
H− photodestruction rate phase-space to identify haloes that can
undergo DCBH formation. In this study, we explored if there is a
more elegant way to identify sites of DCBH formation without the
need to explicitly compute the radiation flux or the rates.

We analysed the SEDs of over 30 000 galaxies from cosmological
SPH and AMR simulations and placed them on the H2–H− pho-
todestruction rate phase space to understand if there exists a subset
of galaxies most likely to induce DCBH formation in their vicinity.
Recent studies have shown that a single Jcrit parameter cannot fully
capture the chemo-thermodynamical state of the collapsing gas
and thus is not the appropriate physical parameter to distinguish
DCBH sites. While a critical-curve in the H2 photodissociation and
H− photodetachment rate space solves this problem (A16; W17),
employing the curve is challenging as it requires the knowledge of
the SED of the irradiating galaxy and chemical rates. Our study is
designed to solve this problem by hunting for physical parameters
that are able to capture the physical effects of the critical-curve,
without the knowledge of the SED or the chemical rates. We
derived a fundamental relation (at a given redshift) between the
SFR of a galaxy and the maximum distance at which it can induce
DCBH formation. This is not surprising as the SFR of a galaxy
automatically folds in its recent SFH, and thus the shape of the SED
and the resulting H2–H− photodestruction rates. Galaxies with SFR
< 0.1 M� yr−1 would require the pristine atomic cooling halo to be
present less than a kpc away from it. On the other hand, galaxies
with SFR > 1 M� yr−1 require the pristine atomic cooling halo to
be located ∼3 kpc away. Note that an equivalent relation between
the stellar mass of a galaxy and Dmax can also be similarly derived,
owing to the correlation between the stellar mass and SFR in form
of the MS (Fig. 1).

We also present a simple mathematical treatment for radiation
emanating from multiple galaxies. Using equation (8) enables one
to determine if a pristine atomic cooling halo in the vicinity of
multiple galaxies can undergo DCBH formation, if the SFR of each
galaxy and the distance of the pristine atomic cooling halo from each
galaxy is known. The formula can be implemented in simulations,
and can also be applied to observationally determine sites of DCBH
formation in the vicinity of singular, or resolved objects such as
CR7 where multiplicity is evident (Sobral et al. 2015).
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